Case study

Just Eat:
Tablet
usability
research

Establishing a usability
baseline to drive improved UX
A world leader in online and mobile food ordering,
Just Eat is a FTSE 100 listed company with a team
of around 3,000 employees. The company operates
across 13 countries, with 29,000 restaurant partners
in the UK alone, serving millions of customers.
Just Eat’s service involves a touchscreen device that its
restaurant partners use to process orders. This device
plays a crucial role not only in the accuracy and efficiency
of the order taking process, but also in end-to-end service
delivery, customer communications and overall user
experience.
The company commissioned us to help it develop a deeper
understanding of usability issues and the restaurant
partner experience in relation to its tablet device, and to
make recommendations for improvements. We delivered
this with an effective, two phase research approach, and a
detailed, clear and engaging final report.

“We were able to form a relationship with the research consultant from
day one. They asked some very pertinent questions, and drilled down into
the detail from an early stage – that was very impressive.”
Anne Stevens, Head of UX Research & Content, Just Eat
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The challenge
Just Eat lacked research on the usability of its
device, and Anne Stevens, Head of UX Research
& Content, wanted to establish a clearer picture
of how its technology was being used, what was
going well, what needed improving, and how.
The company initially approached four research
agencies, ultimately selecting System Concepts for the
project. Anne says, “Throughout the whole process
we only ever dealt with the actual research consultant
(not an account manager or anyone else). That was
reassuring, because you know who you’re going to
get and that they fully understand the project. System
Concepts really nailed the process for the work, and the
costs were good too.”

Research objectives
• Understand current usability issues and identify
recommendations to address them.
• Evaluate the digital and physical experience/
interaction with the device, and the processes it sits
within at partner restaurants.
• Improve device usability.
• Design a measurable and repeatable research
approach – with a plan to retest and benchmark
again to test improvements.
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Throughout the whole process we only ever dealt with the
actual research consultant (not an account manager or anyone
else). That was reassuring, because you know who you’re going
to get and that they fully understand the project. System
Concepts really nailed the process for the work, and the costs
were good too.”

Anne Stevens, Head of UX Research & Content, Just E

What we did
In order to drive rapid improvements in the
usability of Just Eat’s tablet technology,
we delivered a two phase solution
encompassing in-context restaurant visits
and lab-based user testing.
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Phase 1

Phase 2

In-context restaurant visits to understand
how Just Eat’s restaurant partners interact
with the tablet: the tasks they undertake, the
issues related to the physical environment,
and the pain points and unmet needs.

Lab based user testing sessions to drill
down into device usability. These sessions
were based on the journeys and processes
observed during the in-context research.
We conducted structured usability testing
sessions to understand participants’
interactions with the system.

In-context research methodology
31 May - 14 June 2018

8 participants / restaurants

Each session took the
following structure
Restaurant visits in
London, Glasgow and
UK suburban towns
120-minute visits

Phase 1: in-context research
We started by preparing a research protocol
detailing the tasks or activities we wanted
to shadow, processes we wanted to observe,
key questions and observation points.
By providing the protocol and blank observation
sheets, we equipped Just Eat to be able to reuse
them in future benchmark tests.
We spent up to 2.5 hours with each participating
restaurant (located in Glasgow, London, and the
home counties), spanning a quiet time through to
busier service periods.
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Anne Stevens comments, “System Concepts
prepped it really well because they created and
sent out an intro pack to all the restaurants in
advance. This set out who they were and what
they were going to do, so the restaurants had a
really good understanding of the process before
the researchers arrived.”
Our consultants utilised our mobile lab equipment
to capture footage of Just Eat’s tablet in use, and
how it is situated within the environment, people
and processes of the restaurant. We invited Just

Introduction
Semi-structured interview
SUS scoring
Observation session

Eat team members to accompany our researchers
for the in-context visits, and also offered
recordings of the sessions for anyone unable to
observe first-hand.
Following completion of all the in-context
sessions, we presented the initial insights at an
interim meet up with Just Eat. At the presentation
we also shared video clips, photos and stories
from our visits, bringing the initial insights to life,
identifying emerging questions, and informing and
structuring the lab-based sessions.

Phase 2: Lab based user testing
We prepared a session guide detailing
lines of questioning, observation points,
prompts and activities. This provided
another valuable resource, enabling Just Eat
to conduct future re-testing in a consistent
manner.
All participants were sent a quick pre-session task,
which provided useful prompts and discussion
points during structured discussions. During the
lab-based sessions we ran a series of activities
to reveal existing use of the device, following-up
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with more structured usability testing of the tablet
screen flows. Restaurant set ups were replicated
to ensure true-to-life interaction with the test
device, and we used a series of tasks to explore
how it supported a series of specific work tasks.
We encouraged the participants to verbalise their
thoughts and reasoning during the session, and at
the end we incorporated some reflective tasks to
collect their overall thoughts on the experience.
Just Eat stakeholders were able to monitor these
sessions first-hand from our UX lab observation

room. While one of our researchers moderated
the sessions, another facilitated simultaneous live
notetaking and a prioritisation workshop with the
Just Eat team.
“The relationship throughout the project was
great. Lesley and Lizzy, the System Concepts’
consultants, were extremely professional, easy to
get along with and very responsive. We had a lot
of people go along to their UX labs for the testing,
and everyone was very welcoming,” says Anne
Stevens.

“We said as a team several times along the way that we’d made
the right decision, and that it was going really well and we were
very pleased with the outcomes. I wouldn’t hesitate to work
with System Concepts again in the future.”

Benefits
The research delivered a series of high level
findings to Just Eat, clearly identifying what
was already working well, as well as areas
with scope for improvement. This provided
many unequivocal, actionable points for Just
Eat to consider. Our feedback included a
detailed Issues and solutions log, and all of
our findings were systematically categorised
as problems, positive points, or simply
informative observations, and allocated a
high, medium or low priority, based on a
range of evidence.
Anne Stevens says, “We wanted it to be a
collaborative project and be involved along the
way – and System Concepts’ consultants were
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Anne Stevens, Head of UX Research & Content, Just Eat

great. Quite a few of Just Eat’s team went out
with them on the restaurant visits, they did a lot
of interim check-ins with us, and held a workshop
at the end of the research with us, too.”
At System Concepts we always place huge
importance on reporting and communicating our
research findings in engaging, visually impactful
and productive ways. As well as drawing attention
to a summary list of the main insights from the
project, our report for Just Eat covered many
more detailed points and recommendations.
And to bring it all to life and make it easily
digestible and actionable, we made creative use
of visual design, icons, diagrams, scales, graphs,
storyboards, screenshots, photographs, videos
and more.

We also recorded and delivered a series of
repeatable measures taken during the research.
This established a baseline of the Just Eat tablet’s
usability, equipping Anne’s team with the tools
and benchmarks to improve the usability of its
device, and evaluate progress with a consistent
research approach in the future.
Summarising her experience of working with
System Concepts on this project, Just Eat’s Anne
Stevens concludes, “We said as a team several
times along the way that we’d made the right
decision, and that it was going really well and we
were very pleased with the outcomes. I wouldn’t
hesitate to work with System Concepts again in
the future.”

Could your business benefit
from expert UX insights?
For friendly advice on how we can help
your business, just get in touch.

Call us on +44 (0)20 7240 3388
Email us info@system-concepts.com
Visit our website: www.system-concepts.com
System Concepts Ltd
Headland House, 72 Acton Street,
Kings Cross, London WC1X 9NB

